
BOOKS AND REVIEWS

used by the original proposer of the IEY in the United Nations General
Assembly).

The IEY is basically a national affair for each country to undertake.
The possible types of action comprise any or all of a natural chain of
operations: study and reflection about education or about some aspect
of education across the nation; the identification of outstanding prob-
lems ; experimental activities in order to find solutions to such problems;
full involvement of the public in the discussion of educational issues;
all of these leading finally to changes of educational policies.

For the most part such a national exercise would be focused on the
educational provisions within the country itself. However, there are
some aspects that go beyond national boundaries...

L'infirmiere au chevet du malade (The Nurse at the bed-side) by Helen
Palmer; L'infirmiere canadienne, Ottawa, November 1969.

... The hospital matron's time and energies are monopolised by a
multitude of duties. She is responsible for the staff's fulfilment and for
discipline in the sector under her supervision; she must answer for the
quality of all nursing care; she must organize the administration of
prescribed treatment; she is the arbiter for everyone's problems. All
too often she really has insufficient time to devote to the exercise of her
profession.

The matron's qualities as an administrator and her staying power
enable the various departments to function in harmony. Ceaselessly
interrupted in her work, she is nevertheless the pillar of the nursing
team; investigations have shown that she is consulted every 30 seconds
about some question or problem arising in a department where work is
in full swing.

A few years ago the Massachussets General Hospital sought a solution
to this problem by appointing someone to assume the administrative
work. The matron thus relieved of some of her burden may carry out
her proper function: nursing.

The department administrator arose from recognition of the fact
that the hospital may well function when the administrative and the
medical responsibilities are separated. The hospital administrator co-
ordinates functions and enables the medical personnel to concentrate on
its essential vocation: the treatment of ailments. The system having
proved its efficiency, it was thought expedient to apply it in depart-
ments, thereby relieving the matron of non-medical functions.

The assertion proved to be well founded when the Toronto Childrens
Hospital started a one year trial in 1966... 1

Our translation.
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